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2 designated, tested and genetically identi?ed by a genetic pro



Latin name of the genus and species claimed: Prunus



?le, under number 03.16.41 AB and was registered at the



armeniaca.



Of?cial Catalogue of the Agriculture Ministry of the French



Varietal denomination: ‘ASFCOT0404’.



Republic on Nov. 14, 2007 under number 1024473 and name ‘ABCOT0404’. It was obtained by hybridizing and propa



BACKGROUND OF THE NEW VARIETY



gated by grafting on a Franc INRA Montclar® (non-patented) The present invention relates to a new and distinct variety



rootstock tree. It has been determined to have unique tree and



of apricot tree, Prunus armeniaca, which has been given the variety denomination ‘ASFCOT0404’. This new variety results from our plant-breeding program aimed at obtaining apricot trees producing fruits of sweet and aromatic taste, with an attractive bright orange fruit skin covered by an



fruit characteristics making it worthy for commercial fresh 10



fruit production. There are no known effects of the standard Franc INRA Montclar® (non-patented) rootstock on the



scion cultivar. Asexually propagated plants remained true to



appealing red blush. One of our main concerns is also the



the original tree and all characteristics of the tree and the fruit were transmitted. The plant was reproduced asexually by us



production of new varieties producing fruits with a long shelf



in Elne, Pyrénées-Orientales departement, France.



life after harvesting, in order to facilitate long-distance ship



SUMMARY OF THE VARIETY



ping. Our ?nal purpose is the production of a range of new



apricot tree varieties differing by their time of maturity, while



The new and distinct variety of apricot tree blooms in



producing fruits of very similar characteristics, in order to



provide markets with almost indistinguishable fruits during the whole period of production of apricots.
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March at Perpignan in the Pyrénées-Orientales departement, France. More particularly, it approximately blooms between the 3rd and the 16th of March, generally at the same time or a



The present new variety ripens at the end of June in the



little earlier than the ‘Couloumine’ (Orange Ruby®) (non



Pyrénées-Orientales departement, France. Contrast is made to ‘Couloumine’ (Orange Ruby®) (non-patented), a standard apricot variety, and to ‘Robada’ (US. Plant Pat. No. 9,890)



patented) variety. The ?rst fruit of ‘ASFCOT0404’ apricot tree ripens in June, approximately 5 to 7 days earlier than the ?rst fruit of the



and ‘Toyaco’ (Tom Cot®) (patent status unknown) apricot



‘Couloumine’ (Orange Ruby®) (non-patented) variety. More



trees, parents of the new variety, for reliable description.



particularly, it approximately ripens between June 12th and



‘AFCOT0404’is a promising candidate for commercial suc cess in that it has very attractive fruits of long shelf life after



June 19th. The date of maturity varies slightly with the pre vailing climatic conditions.



harvesting. 3O



DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



ORIGIN OF THE VARIETY



The ‘ASFCOT0404’ apricot tree originated in a cultivated area of the south of France, in the Pyrénées-Orientales depar tement, where it was tested. The ‘ASFCOT0404’ variety was



produced by controlled pollination. The seed parent was the ‘Robada’ (US. Plant Pat. No. 9,890) apricot tree and the



pollen parent was the ‘Toyaco’ (Tom Cot®) (Patent status unknown) apricot tree. ‘ASFCOT0404’ was provisionally



In the accompanying drawing, which are as nearly true as it is reasonably possible to make in a color illustration of this



type: FIG. 1 is a color photograph, which shows a twig bearing typical fruit specimens of the new variety, and leaves of the new variety. FIG. 2 is a color photograph, which shows typical leaves of the new variety.
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3 FIG. 3 is a color photograph, which shows three whole fruits of the new variety and a fourth fruit cut in half for



TREE



depicting the fruit ?esh, the pit cavity and the stone of the



SiZe:



Generally.4Considered large as compared to other



new variety. FIG. 4 is a color photograph with reverse and siZe views of



common commercial apricot cultivars. Trees reached about 250 cm during the ?rst growing season. New shoots grew of about 100 cm every following year. Trees were pruned every year after the second grow ing season to a height of approximately 250 cm. Spread: Approximately 200 cm. The whole orchard was ori ented to a central leader organisation, with tree lines spaced



?owers of the new variety, and, with petals removed, reproductive organs of the new variety. Due to chemical development, processing and printing, the leaves and fruit depicted in these photographs may or may not be accurate when compared to the actual botanical specimen.



of 4.0 meters and trees spaced of 1 meter in a same tree line.



DETAILED BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION



Vigor: Considered vigorous. The present variety reached approximately 250 cm in height during the ?rst growing



The tree, ?owers, and fruit may vary in slight detail due to variations in soil type, cultural practices, and climatic condi



season. For second and following seasons, the variety was pruned to an approximate height of 250 cm. Theses char acteristics are dependant on prevailing climatic conditions,



tion. The potential for commercial production of fresh fruit by ASFCOT0404' is high, due to fruit very long shelf life without



cultural practices and soils fertility.



alteration after harvesting. Trees are vigorous and of large stature half-standing in a



Productivity: Very productive. Fruit set is spaced by thinning. 20



semi-spread to semi-upright out aspect. The anthocyanic col oration of ?owering shoot is present excluding brushwood side away from sun. Flowering begins early in springtime. Time of maturity for consumption is early to semi-early. The fruit color is an orange red blush on 40 to 70% of the fruit skin



Bearer: Regular. No alternate bearing observed. Form: The ‘ASFCOT0404’ variety has naturally a semi



spread to semi-upright shape. 25



surface, on an yellow orange background. Fruit taste is mildly acidic and sweet, aromatic. ‘ASFCOT0404’ variety blooms generally at the same time or a little earlier, and ripens 5 to 7 days earlier than ‘Cou



loumine’ (Orange Ruby®) (non-patented). ‘ASFCOT0404’



However, the new variety only requires a medium thinning to obtain marketable siZe fruits.



Density: Highly dense, in order to obtain fruits more quickly. Fertility: Self-fertile. Tests were done under sterile bags and con?rmed in orchard. Chilling requirement: The present tree was grown and evalu ated in France. The variety appears to be hardy under the
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central Pyrénees-Orientales departement typical climatic



fruits are considered superior to ‘Couloumine’ fruits because



conditions. Experimentations on different sites with winter



of the following characteristics: they are bigger, rounder, more homogeneous between them, of better eating quality,



chilling requirement comprised between 350 hours and



more juicy, while ?rmer and holding their ?rmness over the time. ‘ASFCOT0404’ trees also produce fruits more quickly than ‘Couloumine’ trees.



cases. The tree also seems to have a good resistance to



1200 hours showed a good behaviour of the tree in all 35



frosty springtime weather.



The new variety male parent, which is ‘Toyaco’ (Tom Cot®) (patent status unknown), differs from the new variety



TRUNK



because of the following characteristics: ‘Toyaco’ trees are



less vigourous, bloom earlier, produce more ?owers and
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imperatively requires thinning. The new variety female parent, which is ‘Robada’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 9,890), differs from the new variety because of the following characteristics: ‘Robada’ trees are less vigour ous, have semi-upright shape, bloom later and are not self fruitful.



lenticels are present. 45



Bark coloration: The bark has orange-brown (RHS Greyed Orange 166 A) and green-grey (RHS Greyed Green 197 A) colorations. Lenticels:



ColoniA light grey (RHS Greyed White group 156 A)



DETAILED DESCRIPTION 50



Referring more speci?cally to the pomological details of this new and distinct variety of apricot tree, the following was observed during the 2007 and 2008 growing seasons under the ecological conditions prevailing at the orchards located near the town of Elne, Pyrénées-Orientales departement,



Diameter: Approximately about 8.0 cm in diameter when measured at a distance of approximately 30 cm above the soil level. Bark texture: Considered smooth to rough when numerous



DensizyiAbout 5 lenticels per square cm. SizaiLenticels are approximately 1.0 millimeters



wide, and 4.0 millimeters long. BRANCHES 55



France. All observations have been done on rootstock culti var. The rootstock was a Franc INRA Montclar® (non-pat



SiZe: Current season shoots are considered medium for the variety and mature branches are considered medium to



ented) tree. More particularly, observations relative to tree,



thick Diameter: Average as compared to other apricot varieties. The



trunk, branches, were done during Summer 2008 on trees in their third growing season; observations relative to leaves and fruit were done during Summer 2008 on trees in their fourth growing season; observations relative to ?owers were done in March 2007 on trees in their fourth growing season. All major color code designations are by reference to The R.H.S. Color



Chart (Fourth Edition) provided by The Royal Horticultural Society of Great Britain.
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current season shoots have a diameter of about 6.0 milli meters, and branches of observed trees have a diameter



comprised between 25.0 and 30.0 millimeters. Surface texture: New growth smooth. Mature growth medium



rough, roughness increases with age. Crotch angles: The crotch angles are generally between 50 degrees and 70 degrees from the horiZontal axis.
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5 lnternode length: Generally between 15.0 and 20.0 millime



approximately betWeen 12.0 and 14.0 millimeters



Wide and approximately 18.0 millimeters long.



ters.



ColoriThis characteristic is dependent upon the prox



Color of mature branches: Orange broWn to green broWn



imity to bloom. At pre-?oral stage of development, the bottom of the ?oWers buds, formed by the sepals, is of purple-broWn color (RHS Greyed Purple 183 B to C); the corolla, formed by the petals, is generally of White color With slight pink touches (RHS White N



(RHS Greyed Orange 166 A to Greyed Green 197 B). Color of current seasons shoots: Orange broWn (RHS Greyed Orange 165 A to B) on exposed areas to grey-broWn (RHS Grey BroWn 199 A) on non-exposed areas, turning to mature branches color When aging.



Vigor: Vigorous. ColoriA light grey (RHS Greyed White group 156 A).



155 B to C). Texture: Smooth. Hardiness: No Winter injury Was noted during the last several



DensilyiAbout 5 lenticels per square cm, particularly



years of evaluation in the central Pyrénees-Orientales



Lenticels:



on mature branches.



departement, With Winter temperatures as loW as —10



SizeiSlightly smaller than trunk’s lenticels, they are approximately 0.8 millimeters Wide, and 3 .0 millime ters long.



degrees Celsius in January. Pedicel: LenglhiAbout 4 .0 millimeters. WidlhiAbout 1.5 millimeters.



LEAVES



Size: Considered medium for the species. Length: Approximately 87.0 to 124.0 millimeters Without
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leaf petiole. Width: Approximately 82.0 to 117.0 millimeters. Form: Almost circular.



son to other commercial apricot cultivars.



Apex: Acuminate. Base: Rounded.



Date of bloom: Generally March. First bloom: Mar. 3, 2006 Full bloom: Mar. 8, 2006 Petal fall: Mar. 16, 2006 Blooming time: Considered early season in relative compari
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Duration of bloom: Approximately 13 days.



Margins: Dentate.



FloWer siZe: FloWer diameter at full bloom is approximately



Thickness: Medium. Upper surface texture: Smooth. LoWer surface texture: Smooth. Leaf color:



Bloom quantity: Considered very abundant, ?oWers are gen



Upper leafsurfaceiGreen (RHS Green 136 A).



21.0 to 26.0 millimeters.



erally found in bunches. 30



Lower surface.%}reen (RHS Green 139 B). Leaf venation: Pinnately veined. Mid-vein thickness: Approximately 1.5 millimeters When



Generally.4Considered small for the species.



measured at the base of the leaf.



Mid-vein color: Red Purple (RHS Red Purple Group 59 B).



FloWer bud frequency: Generally 1 ?oWer bud or several flower buds per groups of 2 to 3 appear per node. Petal siZe:
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Other veins color: Green (RHS Green Group 143 B).



Lenglh.%ienerally about 15.0 millimeters. WidlhiGenerally about 15.0 millimeters. Petal form: Round.



Uniformity: Leaves are of medium siZe. No stipules are gen



Petal count: Generally 5, overlapping sepals.



erally found.



Petal texture: Smooth.



Petiole:



Size.%}enerally large.
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Fragrance: Slight.



SurfaceiSmooth.



Petal base: NarroW at point of attachment. Petal apex: Round.



ColoriDepending on climatic conditions, the antocya nic coloration on petiole’s upper face can be very
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present and varies from red (RHS Red Group 53 B) to



DiameleriApproximately 1.5 millimeters.



ColoriGenerally yelloW-green (RHS YelloW Green



Size.4Considered small. WidlhiAbout 0.7 millimeters.
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Number%}enerally 1 to 4 glands per leaf, usually 3.



145 C), With highlights of red (RHS Red 46 D).



Sepals: Size.%}enerally small. Sepal counl.i5.



iypeiRound. PosilioniLocated alternatively on upper portion of petiole, also located on loWer portion of leaf blade.



ColoriGenerally greyed orange (RHS Greyed Orange



Petal peduncle: LenglhiApproximately 4.0 to 5.0 millimeters.



red purple (RHS Red Purple Group 59 B). Leaf glands: LenglhiAbout 0.7 millimeters.



Petal color: Petal color evolves from a very light pink at



popping stage, to White (RHS White Group N 155 B to C).



LenglhiBetween 38.0 and 44.0 millimeters. DiameleriApproximately 1.5 millimeters.
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FormiTriangular, apex slightly pointed. ColoriPurple-brown (RHS Greyed Purple 183 B to C). TexlureiGlabrous. Stamens:



165 A). Leaf stipules: GenerallyiNo leaf stipules observed.



Average number ofstamens per?oweriApproximately 30 stamens per ?oWer.



FLOWERS
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Filaments:



FloWer buds:



SizeiApproximately 9.0 to 14.0 millimeters in length. ColoriConsidered White (RHS White Group N 155 B)



GenerallyiAt pre-?oral stage of development, the ?o ral buds are conic in form With a very rounded tip.



Their form is evolving until blooming, With variables dimensions. Just before blooming, ?oral buds are



LenglhiAverage.
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Anthers:



ColoriOrange yelloW (RHS YelloW Orange 16 D).



US PP21,138 P3 Pistil:



Color: Blush coloriThe blush color is an orange red (RHS



NumberiUsually 1.



Orange Red Group 34 A to RHS Orange Red Group N



LenglhiApproximately 15.0 to 20.0 millimeters including the ovary; Generally at the same level or



ColoriConsidered a very pale green (varying from



34 A). The red blush covers 40% to 70% of the fruit skin surface. The darker blush color Within the described range appears on fruits exposed to sunlight.



RHS Yellow Green 150 D to RHS YelloW Green 151



Ground coloriThe ground color is considered a yelloW



D).



orange (RHS YelloW Orange Group 17 A). Adherence lo?eshiVery adherent. TasleiMildly acid. SWeet.



slightly longer than anthers.



PubescenceiPresent. Pollen:



10



Flesh:



Pollen produclioniPollen is abundant, and self-fruit



RipensiEvenly.



ful.



TexlureiFine and ?rm. Very melting at end of maturity.



ColoriOrange yelloW color (RHS YelloW Orange 16



Calyx:



Fibers. %}enerally none observed. AromaiPronounced. FirmnessiFirm. Holds ?rmness over the time.



D).



Internal surface ZexZure.4Glabrous.



Eating qualiZyACOnsidered very good, sWeet.



ColoriThe outer surface of the calyx is considered of



Flav0r4Considered very good. Good balance betWeen sWeetness and acidity, very aromatic.



Purple (RHS Greyed Purple 183 B) color becoming lighter toWard the base, the inner surface of the calyx is orange (RHS YelloW Orange group 22 A).
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be higher. This characteristic varies slightly With the number of fruits per tree; prevailing cultural practices; and the surrounding climatic conditions.



FRUIT



Maturity When described: Firm ripe condition (shipping



ripe). Date of ?rst picking: Jun. 12, 2006. Date of last picking: Jun. 19, 2006. The date of harvest varies slightly With the prevailing climatic conditions. The ‘ASFCOT0404’ variety has an early to semi-early date of



picking.



25
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Stone Cavity: ColoriOrange (RHS Orange Group 26 A to B). LenglhiBetween 25.0 and 30.0 millimeters. Type: Free, although can be attached to the ?esh through



GenerallyiConsidered large.



stone’s base.



LenglhiApproximately 55.0 to 60.0 millimeters. 35



SiZe: Considered medium for the variety. LenglhiApproximately betWeen 25.0 and 30.0 milli meters.



Typical Weight: Generally around 80.0 grams.



WidlhiApproximately betWeen 18.0 and 25 .0 millime



Fruit form:



ters.



GenerallyiRound, slightly oblate toWard both fruit apex and fruit base. The fruit is considered to be



Flesh coloriOrange (RHS Orange Group N25 D) STONE



Size:



WidlhiApproximately 55.0 millimeters. ThicknessiApproximately 45.0 millimeters.



Juice.%}ood juiciness, increasing With maturity. BrixiUsually betWeen 13.0 and 15.0 degrees but can
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symmetrical.



ThicknessiApproximately betWeen 12.0 and 15 .0 mil limeters.



Stone form (vieWed from stem end): Oval, ?attened.



Suture:



Stone base shape: Rounded to slightly concave.



GenerallyiSlightly marked, extending from the base to the apex. No apparent callousing or stitching exists along the suture line.



Stone apex shape: Round, generally no point observed. Stone surface: 45



ColoriThe suture has generally a color similar to the



Whole fruit color, an orange red blush (RHS Orange Red Group 34 A to RHS Orange Red Group N 34 A) on an yelloW orange (RHS YelloW Orange Group 17



A) background.
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Ventral surface formiRounded. Apex: Straight to slightly oblique. Base: Straight to slightly oblique. Stem cavity: ShalloW. Average depth of the stem cavity is about 0.5 cm. Average Width is about 1.0 cm. Stem:



55



meters and stem diameter about 2.5 millimeters.



ThicknessAConsidered average. TexlureiSmooth. PubescenceiPresent but very ?ne. Tendency to crack *None observed.



Keeping quality: Good. Fruits stored Well during 3 Weeks after harvest in a cold atmosphere. They stayed ?rm and kept their eating quality. Fruits are considered to have a



Size.%}enerally small. Stem length is about 4.0 milli ColoriStem color is green varying from RHS YelloW green 145 B to RHS Green Group 143 C. Fruit skin:



Surface lexlureiMedium to smooth. Stone color: The color of the dry stone is generally considered a greyed orange (RHS Greyed Orange 164 A to B). Kernel: TasleiBitter. Fruit use: The subject variety ‘ASFCOT0404’ produces fruits useful for all type of consumption, uncooked or cooked. They are also useful for both local markets and long dis tance shipping.
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long shelf life after harvesting, Without alteration. Shipping quality: The fruit of the neW apricot variety shoWed very little skin scarring or ?esh bruising in picking, pack



ing and shipping trials. Resistance to insects and disease: No susceptibilities Were



noted. Under close observation during planting, groWing and harvesting of fruit, no particular plant/fruit disease 65



resistance or susceptibility has been observed. Any variety



observed during indexing of plant characteristics With



US PP2l,l38 P3 9 abnormal fungus, bacterial, virus or insect susceptibility is destroyed and eliminated from our breeding program. Although the neW variety of apricot tree possesses the described characteristics noted above When groWn under the



ecological conditions prevailing near Elne, Pyrenees-Orien tales departement, France, it should be understood that varia tions of the usual magnitude and characteristics incident to



changes in groWing conditions, fertilization, pruning, pest control and horticultural management are to be expected.



10 I claim: 1. A neW and distinct variety of apricot tree as illustrated



and described, characterized by fruits of very long shelf life Without alteration after harvesting, of mildly acidic and sWeet taste, With an attractive bright orange fruit skin covered by an



appealing red blush.
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Interspecific tree named 'Kylese' 

Oct 24, 2011 - Plt./ 1 85. See application ?le for complete search history. Primary Examiner * June Hwu. Assistant Examiner * Louanne Krawczewicz Myers.
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Pear tree named 'Roksolana' 

Feb 28, 2008 - Primary Examinel'iKent L Bell. U_S_C_ 154(1)) by 222 ... and have been found to store well over long periods. Once. A01H 5/00. (2006.01).
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Pecan tree named 'ECLIPSE' 

Jul 9, 2010 - (12) United States Plant Patent (10) Patent N0.: US PP22,729 P3. Clough .... Was 65-100 degrees F. The range of night-time groWing tem.
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Apple tree named 'Candy' 

6 per Cluster'. Petals. 'Quantity per ?ower 5; not touching; length ... season, National Cultivar Centre, Havelock North,. New Zealand). PollinationiAs for Fuji; any ...
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Peach tree named 'Burpeachtwentythree' 

Nov 16, 2009 - present. The lenticels range in siZe from approximately 4.0 ... Size.4Considered long. ..... are useful for both local and long distance shipping.
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Apple tree named 'Fugachee' 

Feb 26, 2008 - The Fugachee apple is a new and distinct cultivar, yellow. U_S_C_ .... refrigerated storage (32 degrees F.), 10 to 12 months in controlled ...
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Avocado tree named 'Maluma' 

Oct 28, 2008 - (45) Date of Patent: Jun. 29, 2010 ... Prior Publication Data. 'Maluma' avocado .... ?avor and texture. Storage characterisitics: Acceptable.
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Pear tree named 'Roksolana' 

Feb 28, 2008 - One year old shoot: LengthiAvg. 40 cm. Pubescence intensityiweak. .... U S. Patent. Nov. 30, 2010. Sheet 3 of5. US PP21,534 P3 xvi. "mu , ...
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Apple tree named 'Fugachee' 

Feb 26, 2008 - Excellent storage capacity. Comparable to that of. 'Granny ... and longitudinal sections. FIG. 2 shows a comparison of 'Fugachee' fruit (to the left.
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